Stereokinetic interaction effects involving static and slowly moving identical figures.
Here a new depth effect evoked by the spatial and temporal interaction in 2-D of a slowly moving circle (optimally at 0.6 rads/sec) with an identical static circle is reported. Typically, respondents report that with increasing adjacency, commencing with separations of a few diameters, the moving circle appears in a different plane of depth to the static circle, it then usually appears to "dip" onto the static circle and after complete coincidence with it to rise away from it. This effect, together with a number of associated descriptions are commented upon, in addition to observations when viewing overlapped static circles and overlapped circles in motion, this latter stimulus condition evoking the stereokinetic effect. The authors have previously suggested that contour "sliding," which simulates motion parallax, is the key to understanding stereokinesis. The stimulus conditions giving rise to this new effect directly simulate the motion parallax information present in a retinal image.